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ABSTRACT
The Andrew Toolkit is an object-oriented system designed m provide a foundation on which a large number of diverse user-interface applications can be developed.
With the toolkit the programmer can piece togethex components such as text, buttons,

,__

and scroll bars, to form more complex components. It also allows for the embedding
of components inside of other components, such as a table inside of text or a drawing
inside of a table. Some of the components included in the toolkit are multi-font text,
tables, spreadsheets, drawings, equations, rasters, and simple animations. Using these
components we have built a multi-media editor, mail system, and help system.
The
toolkit is written in C, using a simple preprocessor to provide an object-oriented
environment. That environment also provides for the dynamic loading/linking of code.
The dynamic loading facility provides a powerful extension mechanism and allows the
set of components used by an application to be virtually unlimited. The Andrew
Toolkit has been designed to be window system independent. It currently runs on two
window systems, including X.11, and can be ported easily to others.

1. Introduction
During the past five years a number of window systems have been developed for high-resolution
bit-mapped graphics displays (Macintosh[l], SunWindows [2], Andrew systeml3,4], X Windowsl5],
NEWS[6]). Each of those systems have included a programmer interface for developing applications.
These have been low-level interfaces that have provided a simple graphics abstraction, a method for
receiving input events and perhaps some simple components of the system (menus, scroll bars, dialog
boxes). In writing to the lower-level interlace, application pro_'ammers continually replicate the same
functional body of code. Further, since the lower-level interface provides few guidelines for the
developer, it becomes difficult to build components that can be used by other developers. This again
results in replication of large amounts of code that should be reused. It also results in the development
of inconsistent applications. Since each window system does provide a full user interface system, application programmers have built functionally equivalent but divergent user interfaces. This leads to chaos
for a user community.
Because of these problems, higher-level interfaces have been developed
(MacApp[7], SunView[8] the Andrew Base Editorl91, X Tt_lkit[ 10]).
•__

The Andrew Toolkit (formerly known as Base Environment 2 or BE2) is a new high-level
environment for the development of user interface applications. Built upon the lessons learned over the
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past four years during the development of a prototype system built at the Information Technology
Center (ITC), the toolkit provides a general framework for building and combining components. It is
based on a minimal protocol that allows components to communicate with each other about user interface policies, while allowing the developer maximum freedom to determine the actual interactions
between components.
The Andrew Toolkit has been built using an object-oriented system, the Andrew Class System,
that also provides the ability to dynamically load and link code. This ability provides a powerful extension facility for applications. We have already used this feature to build a generic multi-media editor
(EZ) that can edit a wide variety of components by loading the appropriate code when needed Further,
the dynamic loading facility can be used to add additional components to the basic toolkit without having to rebuild the applications.
The toolkit provides the usual set of simple components (menu, scroll bars, etc) and a number of
higher-level editable components including multi-font text, tables/spreadsbeets, drawings, equations, rasters and simple animations. The text and table components are multi-media components, in that they
allow the embedding other components within their description. The drawing component will soon support this feature.
:- : In addition to the editor, we have developed a number of basic applications including a mail system[ll], a help system, a typescript facility that provides an enhanced interface to the C-shell, a ditroff
previewer, and a system monitor (console) that displays status information such as the time, date, CPU
load and file system information. Since both the mail and help applications use the text component for
the display of information, they automatically inherit the multi-media functionality of the text component. Examples snapshots of these applications can be found at the end of this article.
We have also developed a number of extension packages. These include a C-language programming component, a compile package, a tags package, a spelling checker, a style editor and a filter
mechanism t .........
.
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The original design of the Andrew Toolkit arose from discussions about the development of a text
editor that would aUow the user to embed other components, such as tables, drawings, rasters, etc.
Further we wanted those components to be editable in place. Some of the problems that must be
addressed in building such a system include:
-

how to resolve the handling of input events betweencomponents.

--

how to arbitrate the display of menus.

-

how to arbiwate the display of the mouse cursor.

--

how and When to display components.

--

how to determine the size and placement of embedded components.

--

how to store the external representation

.,

:

of components.

In examining these problems, we developed a general architecture that allows the inclusion of one
component inside another. This allows the developer to build components that can embed arbitrary
components without detailed knowledge about the embedded object. Further, new components can be
easily included in already existing components without any additional work.
" For example, users of the Andrew System can currently compose papers that contain tables, equations, drawings, rasters and animations. The text component uses a generic mechanism to include other
components. If a new component is developed, it can be included in the text component using that
same mechanism.
This is an important feature of the system, especially within a university environment-. Gfven our limited resources we knew from the outset that we could not write all the components
that were required by the university. For example, members of the music department will want to
include musical scores inside of text just as easily as others include tables. Members of the elccmcal
engineering
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department

1 the filter mechanism
edited.

will want to include circuit diagrams

gives the user the ability to use 5t.,nda_
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The dynamic loading feature is esse_lfial in extending the toolkit's functionality. If a member of
the music department creates a music component and embeds that component into a text component (or
any other component that allows embedding of components), the code for the music component will be
dynamically loaded into the application. Except for a slight delay to load the code, the user of the editor is unaware that the music component was not statically loaded. The user is also unaware that the
music component was not part of the original system. The editor did not have to be recompiled,
relinked, or otherwise modified to use the new music component. Further, all users of the text component automatically acquire the ability to use the music component: it can be sent in a mail messages
easily as edited in a document.
The Andrew Toolkit has been designed to be window system independent (and to a great extent
operating system independent).
It currently runs under both the original ITC/Andrew Window System
and under X.11. Within the university community, and we believe the more general community as
well, there exists a wide range of machines and thus window systems that need to be supported. Within
the UNIXt operating system community, the X Window System is developing into a de facto standard,
although other window systems may eventually rival it. In the lower-end personal computer market
there exist the PC and the Macintosh. Even though the price of computers will continue to drop those
machines will remain useful environments for many users. Finally there is the development of newer
operating systems, such as OS/2, for machines between the low-end personal computers and the highfunction UNIX workstations.
Since we could not see the development of a window system standard over that range of
machines, we chose to make Andrew Toolkit window system independent. This will allow us potential
to support a consistent set of applications over a diverse set of window systems. Clearly the personal
computer versions would be more limited, but we consider it to be a great advantage for a user to be
able to use a low-cost machine for the normal simple tasks, and then easily move to the more powerful
machines when require&
2. Basic Toolkit

Objects:

Data Objects and Views

The Andrew Toolkit is based on the development of components that can be used as building
blocks for either applications or other more complex components. Data objects and views are two
closely related basic object types within the toolkit. A toolkit component is normally composed of a
view/data object pair. The data object contains the information that is to be displayed, while the view
contains the information about how the data is to be displayed and how the user is to manipulate the
data object (the user interface). For example, the text data object contains the actual characters, style
information and pointers to embedded data objects. It also provides ways to alter the data, such as
inserting characters and deleting characters. The text view contains information such as the current
selected piece of text, the portion of the text that is currently visible, and the location of the text. The
text view provides methods for drawing the text, handling various input events (mouse, keyboard,
menus), and manipulating the visual representation of the text.
The contents of
information associated
When the application
provide the facility for

a data object can be saved in a file, but the contents of the view cannot. The
with the view is transient and is valid only during the running of an application.
terminates that informauon has no further meaning. On the other hand, views
printing within the Andrew Toolkit.

While it is often the case that a view has an underlying data object, there are many cases when a
view will be used to solely provide a user interface funcuon. In such a case there is no underlying data
object. The scroll bar is one such example. It onlv adjusts the information contained in another view.
We have made the view/data oblcct disunctlon to provide a system where multiple views can
simultancously display the information contained in a single data object. Our design is similar to the
Model-View-Controller design used in Smalltalk[ 121 systems. By companson, our data objects serve as
the models, our views are views, and the controller is distributed between the interaction manager
_"

I I" UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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(global decisions) and individual views (decisions between children and parent views).
"

This separation of concerns has brought us many advantageS. For example, in building an editor,
we wanted to provide the user with the ability to edit the same information in more than one window.
Further, we wanted changes made in one window to be reflected in the other. This case is handled by
having two views of the same type, one in each window, displaying information from the same data
object. Similarly, we might want to have multiple views of the same type on a single data object in
one window. A system like Aldus' PageMaker(TM) could be built under the Andrew Toolkit by allowing the user to specify a set of views and their placement on a page. Some of those views (for example, the text views) would be examining different sections of the same data object.
- It is also possible to have two different types of views displaying information contained in the
one data object. Currently the text view is a display-based text processing system. It can be characterized as a semi-WYSIWYG 2 or a WYSLRN 3 view. It displays text with multiple fonts, indentations,
etc. but makes no attempt to display the information as it would appear on a piece of paper. This view
has been used for the basic text editor as well as the mail and help systems. It has been successful,
except in the case the user wants to format the text for printing. In this case we plan on providing a full
WYSIWYG text view. This paper-based text view will be designed to use the same text data object.
The user of the system will be able to choose to use either view or perhaps have one window using the
normal text view and the other using the WYSIWYG text view. Again changes made in one window
will automatically be reflected in the other window.
Just as it is possible to have two different views on the same data object in two windows, it is
also possible to have two different views on the same data object within the same window. A text
component could have two embedded views on the same data object. For example, the user might want
to display a table of numbers and a pie chart representing the table. This could be done by having one
table data object and two views, a normal table view and a pie chart view.

__

Despite its advantages, there is a cost to separating information into data objects and views. Two
particular areas of difficulties we have discovered are coordinating data objects and views, and the
maintaining stable view state. Each is briefly discussed below.
Our system does not encourage a close connection between the changing of the information contained in a data object and the update of the visual appearance provided by the view. Since only one
view will be causing the data object to change, and multiple views may have to reflect the change, a
delayed update mechanism must be used. When the user issues a command to a view to alter the
underlying data object, the view firsts request that the data object modify itself and then requests the
data object to inform all of its views that it has changed. When a view is informed that the underlying
data object has changed, it must determine what the change is and update its visual representation
appropriately.
....
The delayed update mechanism is the trickiest challenge in building a data objecVview pair. The
developer must develop some mechanism with which the view can determine which portion of the data
object has changed. This mechanism is normally provided by a set of methods exported by the data
object. It is not considered to be proper behavior for the data object to have detailed knowledge of a
specific type of view. This would be one way to handle the delayed update, but would preclude the
development of other types of views on the same t_'pe of data object.
The second difficultly we faced was retaining the stable (or permanent) state for a view. In the
chart example, the underlying data object is a table of values. When a file displaying the chart is saved.
only those values (along with the information that a "chart' is viewing the table) is saved. However, the
user may have set certain parameters in the chart, such as the way to label the axes. This informauon is
not part-of the table data object and would not stored in it. Since a view has no permanent state, information kept in the view, such as a axes labelling, would also not bc saved. In its simplest form, there is
no place to keep this view specilic informauon.
2 What You See Is What You Get
3 What You See Looks Real Neat
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Our solution consists of two pasts: additional data objects and the idea of an observer. In the
example above, the chart view would be viewing not a table clam object but an auxiliary chart data
object. The chart data object would retain information such as axes labelling. In addition, the chart data
object would be an observer of the table data object. As information in the table changed, the chart data
object would be notified and it, in turn, would notify the chart view. In fact, we do not have specially
defined auxiliary data objects. Rather, our update system is based on the observer mechanism, where a
data object may be observed by any number of other data objects and views. We have found that this
design has permitted a great deal of flexibility and functionality for combining pieces in the toolkit.
3. Event Processing:

The View Tree

Views are used to define the user interface for an application. In defining a user interface, the
view must handle both the visual display of information on the screen and the handling of input events
that might change that display. Views are organized in a tree structure. Visually, each view is a rectangle and is completely contained in its parent view. At the top of the tree is a view called the interaction manager which is a window provided by the underlying window system. The interaction manager
has the responsibility of translating input events such as key strokes, mouse events, menu events and
exposure events from the window system to the rest of the view tree. The interaction manager is also
responsible for synchronizing drawing requests between views. By design, it has one child view, of
arbitrary type. That view may have any number of children. Child views are always visually contained
within the screen space allocated to their parent, but the toolkit does not define any screen relationship
between sibling views.
In general, when an event is received by the interaction manager, the event is passed down to the
interaction manager's child. That view determines if it is interested in the event or if it should pass it
down to one of its children. This process recurs until some view actually handles the event. By passing
the event down the view tree, each parent gets the chance to determine the disposition of the event.
The view can use the semantic information associated with itself to make that determination.
,,_

Updates to the visual image of an application are handled in a similar fashion. When a view
wants to update its image it makes a request to its parent view. That request is usually passed up to the
interaction manager which then sends an update event back down the tree. Since a view might be
embedded in another view, it does not have complete control over its allocated screen space. The
parent might have overlaid some other image on top of the child's image. By posting an update request
up the tree and having the update event come back down, the parent can now update its image and the
children's images in the appropriate order.
The foUowing figure presents a view tree for a window that contains a scrollable

text view that

contains a table view. The text view is surrounded by a scroll bar, which is surrounded by a frame.
The frame provides a message line view. 4 The text and table views reference their respective data
obejcts. The lines around the screen image represent the physical area of the image associated with
each view.
When a mouse event is received by the interaction manager, it passes the event down to the
frame view. The frame determines if it should handle the mouse event directly or if it should be passed
down to either of its children. The frame accepts the mouse event directly if it is close to the dividing
line between its two children (in this case the user is allowed to adjust the position of the dividing line).
If the mouse event is passed down to the scroll bar view, that view will accept the mouse event if it is
over the scroll bar or pass it to its child if it is not. The text view accepts the mouse event if it is not
in any of its subviews; otherwise it too passes the event clown.
As the mouse event works its way down the view tree, the view determining the disposition of
the mouse event only needs to be aware ¢_fthe h_cation of its children and not the child's type. Similarly, the child needs to have no knowledge about the type of its parent, nor its location in the overall
view tree.
4 The frame, in conjunction
detail has been omitted.

wtth the message hne also pn_vldes a dLatog box facility.

"Fo simplify the figure, that
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The controlling relationship between a view and its children is one area in which the Andrew
Toolkit differs from other toolkits. Other systems closely tie the handling of events to the physical relationship of components on the screen. If a component is physically on top of another component it will
block the transmission of certain events to the lower component 5. While this is valid in many circumstances, there are times when it is not. Further, many tookits use a global analysis of all views in
order to process and distribute events. The Andrew Toolkit distributes this authority to each view over
its children.
Our toolkit was designed to overcome the limitauons that we had experienced with a global, physical model. An early prototype toolkit Ithe Andrew Base Editor) tied the handling of events to the physical relationship of components on the .screen. During the early design phase for the Andrew Toolkit,
we attempted to build a drawing editor using that prototype. The drawing editor used the text component to display and edit text within the drawings. The text component was a subordinate of the
drawing component. The user of the drawing editor might lirst enter some text and then place a line
over the text. When a mouse event occurs near that line only the drawing component could determine
whether the user was selecting the line or the underlying text. This was impossible to accomplish since
the toolkit maintained strict, global control over the distribution of input events.
5 X.11
willdows.

comes

very
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handling

this

correctly

except
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e'tposurc

events
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not

propagate
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A similar case can be seen in the handling of mouse events by the frame view. The frame physically divides its image into two areas separated by a thin line. In order to allow the user to easily drag
that line, the frame allocates a slightly larger area to accept mouse events. That area overlaps the space
allocated to the flame's children. If the handling of events was dictated by the screen layout, this
interaction would be much more difficult to provide and would require more detailed knowledge of the
view tree structure to maintain.
The parental authority is a major architectural concept in the Andrew Toolkit. The discussion
above described how this authority is exercised for controlling mouse events. The same mechanism is
used between children and parents to negotiate the contents of menus, the display of cursors, the mapping of keyboard symbols and the focus of attention.
4. The Graphics

Layer

The view tree mechanism provides a general mechanism for handling of events in the Andrew
Toolkit. It hides from the developer the specifics of the input model used by the underlying window
system. In a similar fashion, the toolkit uses a graphics layer to hide the output model of the specific
display medium. The display medium is usually the underlying window system, but can also be a
printer.
The graphics layer is built using a third type of object, the drawable.
A drawable contains information about the underlying graphics medium. For a window system, that information normally
includes:

"-

--

the window to draw in.

--

the location of the drawable in that window.

--

a small graphics state (e.g. current point, line thickness, current font).

--

the coordinate system for the dmwable.

The drawable provides a set of drawing operations similar to those provided by the X.11 window
system.
Each view contains a pointer to a drawable, which is used for all drawing operations. The
developer of a view rarely accesses a drawable directly. All methods exported by the drawable are also
provided as part of the view interface.
Separating the view and the drawable will allow us to provide a simple default printing mechanism. When a view receives a print request for a specific type of printer it can temporarily shift its
pointer to a drawable for that printer type and do a redraw of its image. We expect to provide this
facility in a later version of the toolkit.
5. External

Representation

Most of the problems with embedding components inside other components are solved by the
view interface, except for the external representation of the components. As stated earlier, only data
object descriptions are written out to liles. The toolkit architecture places one requirement on the external representation.
When a data object writes out its external representation it is enclosed in a
begin/end marker pair. The markers must be properly nested and it must be possible to find all the data
associated with an object without actually parsing the data. Those markers provide a tag denoung the
type of the object being written and an identification tag that can be used for referencing
by other data objects.

the data object

Thus the earlier example contmning a table embedded in text would have an external representation that looks like:
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_gegindata{text, 1}
text data ...
kbegindata{table, 2}
the table data goes here ...
_nddata{table,2}
more text data ...
\view{spread, 2}
rest of text data ...
_enddata {text, 1]

.

The \view construct is specific to the text object and indicates the exact placement within the text
of the view (of type spread) on the table data object.
The use of nested begin/end markers is the only requirement of for the external representation
also strongly encourage developers to follow the following guidelines:
--°

use only printable 7-bit ascii characters (including tab, space and new-line).
keep line lengths below 80 characters.

--

make the representation

we

understandable.

The first two suggestions make it possible to transport files across almost all networks (especially
as mail). The final suggestion is an attempt to provide an easier recovery mechanism in the rare
occurrence when files are partially destroyed. This suggestion only makes sense in the context of the
first two suggestions. If the file is being stored using only 7-bit codes and with line lengths than 80
characters then the overhead in making it understandable is small. Of course there are some objects,
such as rasters, where this requirement is impossible to meet. However, even in those cases it is possible to make it slightly more comprehensible.
For example, the raster format could make sure the bits
representing a new row always begin on a new line.
6. The Object

Oriented

Environment

The Andrew Toolkit is built using the Andrew Class System (Class). Class provides an objectoriented environment with single-inheritance.
The Class language permits the delinition of object
methods and class procedures. Object methods are similar to C++[13] methods, and a may be overridden in subclasses. Class procedures are similar to Smalltalk's class methods, only they may not be overridden. C procedures for controlling the initialization and disposition of objects are created by the Class
preprocessor. Class also provides for the dynamic loading/linking of code.
Class is a C language-based system. It consists of a small run-time library and a simple preprocessor that only preprocesses class header files. The class header files are almost identical to standard
C header files except for the inclusion of another tsqge of definition, the class. The preprocessor, generates two include files, an export file (.eh) that is used when defining a class and an import file (.ih)
that is used when using a class. The C files written using Class look almost identical to normal C files
and are not run through a special preprocessor.
Class is similar in nature to C++. We chose to implement our own system lbr several reasons:

....

--

We wanted to support dynamic loading/linking.
C++ generates code that must be statically
linked. Modifying the C++ preprocessor was considered but deemed impractical without getttng
the changes made in official version. We made some initial inquiries, but could not solve this
problem quickly enough for development to continue.

--

We wanted to develop a system that could be debugged easily.
and source files. Until a debugger is built that understands the
would have to understand the transtormauons made by the C++
only small problems for the highly experienced developer, but
developer community.

--

We wanted as simple a system as possible.
the other constructs built into C++.

C++ prcprocesses both include
original C++ code, developers
preprocessor. This would pose
would cause problems for our

We needed an object-oriented

environment

but not
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We wanted to be free of any external dependencies that required yet another licensing agreement.
We hoped to make the toolkit available to widely available. Requiring -another licensed product
seemed to be a bad idea.

Even though we did not use C++ to implement the toolkit, the Class system used C++ as a model
for its object oriented system. If the above problems were solved (which might now be a possibility)
converting to C++ would be a relatively easy (but time-consuming) activity.
7. Extending

the Toolkit

The Andrew Toolkit has been built to be extendable. This is a major feature of the system. The
system has been designed in such a fashion that the creator of a data object or view does not have to
take any special action to allow that object to be embedded in another object. The data object and view
interfaces have been designed to provide the necessary and sufficient set of methods for two objects to
communicate without detailed knowledge of each other. Further, those interfaces make it easy for the
author of an object to allow it to include other objects. The text object can include any other type of
data object. Authors of new objects are strongly encouraged to handle the inclusion of arbitrary objects
instead of special casing the inclusion of specific objects.
The dynamic loading/linking feature also provides a low-level extension language for applications
built using the toolkit. Sophisticated users can write code (using the class system) to implement new
commands. These commands can be bound either to key sequences or to menus. When invoked, the
code is loaded and executed.
This feature has also provided us the ability to run all of our applications from a single base program. We have created a program, called runapp, that contains the basic components of the toolkit.
The code for each individual application is then dynamically loaded in at run time. Since most UNIX
systems do not provide shared libraries, this allows multiple toolkit applications to share a significant
portion of code. This leads to performance improvements in a large number of areas:
--

paging activity is reduced.

--

key portions of the code are almost always paged in thus improving user pertormance.

--

virtual memory use decreases

--

file fetch time decreases if running under a distributed file system.

--

the file size of an application is reduced.

8. Window

System Independence

The Andrew Toolkit has been designed to be window system independent. To port the toolkit to
another window system, six classes must be w_tten, encompassing approximately 70 routines. Of those
routines, about 50 routines are normally simple transformations to the graphics layer of the underlying
window system. Once those are written, any toolkit application should run in the new environment _.
The six classes that must be written are:
--

Window System: this class exists to allow the toolkit to get a handle on the other window system
classes listed below.

--

Interaction Mana_,er: this class
the underlying window system.
menus.

--

Cursor: this class provides an intcrthce to dctinlng cursors on the underlying window system.

--

Graphic: this class provides the output intertace to the underlying
operations are made using this class.

6 Some applications
easily.

such as wpescnpt

provides the interface to the event processing mechanism from
This includes the handling of keystrokes, mouse events and

am dependent t_ the undcrl_ rag.operatm_

window system.

All drawing

system, and will not port quite as

......
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--

FontDesc: this provides an interface to font descriptions.

--

Off Screer. Window: this provides the facility to draw off screen images that can be later included
on screen.

Using this facility we are currently able to run applications on two different window systems
without any recompilation.
Applications are normally configured for one system. However, using the
dynamic loading facility, the modules for the other system can be loaded at run time. The choice of
window system to use is currently controlled by the setting of an environment variable. With a little
more restructuring of the basic code we believe that it will be possible to actually open windows on two
different window systems at the same time.
9. Current

Status

The basic toolkit applications (editor, mail, help, preview, typescript, console) have been in general use on the Carnegie Mellon campus for the past four months using the original Andrew window
system. The system is actively used by approximately 3000 people. Users are beginning to experiment
with the multi-media facility which has only been recently advertised.
Within the ITC we are starting
to convert to X.11. We hope to be using X.11 within the ITC exclusively by the middle of winter.
The timetable for converting the campus to X.11 is currently the summer of 1988. This depends on the
conversion of various applications to use the toolkit and the performance of available X. 11 systems.
One of the challenges associated with building user-interface software is to make it easy to use
for the beginning users while making it powerful enough for experienced users. The prototype editor
built at the ITC was highly influenced by the goal of making it easy for the novice user. While we
were developing that system and until the release to the ITC of EZ, programmers at the ITC used
emacs to edit programs. Since the release of EZ, use of emacs has dramatically decreased. This has
been accomplished without sacrificing the usability of the system by our campus user community.
10. Conclusion
4

UNIX, and its software tools approach to computing, provided a new paradigm for building applications. The idea was that portable, general purpose modules could be strung together in different ways
to create complex applications without a lot of duplication of effort. The Andrew Toolkit can be seen
as an extension of this concept to the graphic workstation environment.
In this way, the Andrew Toolkit is unique among existing toolkits. It provides the usual toolkit
functions (text, scroll bars, dialog boxes, etc) but also provides the ability to embed components inside
of other components. The architecture for embedding components has been designed to strongly
encourage programmers to build new components that can be used in both new and existing applications. The architecture also encourages programmers to develop objects that can include arbitrary components instead of specific ones.
:_ The separation of information into data objects and views provides a highly modularized
that also supports the building block paradigm. In this way data objects can be used in ways
than originally envisioned by their creator. New views on ex_ng data objects can be created.
data objects can also be used as the building blocks tbr more complex objects. This can
without using the existing object's companion view.

structure
different
Existing
be done

The Andrew Class System is an essential element in supporting this paradigm. The object oriented
nature of the system allows programmers to easily develop new specialize objects out of existing
objects such as the C language component. The dynamic loading facility of Class allows the toolkit to
be easily extended by a large community of developers.
Finally, the toolkit is unique among other toolkits in its potential to provide a common base of
applications across a diverse set of machines and window systems. We have spent considerable ellorl
to make the system window system independent and believe that it will be important in the future to
support the same software base on many systems.

..,.... ¢,aX_l,Ov_6
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